BOM & Change Management
Fusion Lifecycle, part of Autodesk’s Product Innovation Platform, includes solutions for BOM
and Change Management that bridge Engineering and Manufacturing.
Configure, access and control structured product data and related information in an
easy-to-use, centralized system that saves time and money.

BOM MANAGEMENT
Configure and manage structured Bills of Materials (BOMs) and items in
a centralized system that is both powerful and easy-to-use. Authorized
users quickly find the right product information.
BOM COMPARE
Compare different BOMs and/or versions of the same BOM interactively.
Visual redlines and configurable views clearly identify “what’s changed”.
CHANGE MANAGEMENT
 roduct changes are fully defined, reviewed, approved and implemented in
P
a collaborative environment. Follow specific change processes with prebuiltor easily configured workflows.
CLASSIFICATION
Standardize product, item and file properties to dramatically improve the
ability to find and compare. Reuse or repurpose existing designs to save
time and money.
FILE MANAGEMENT
Product-related files and documents are uploaded and attached to items
and BOMs ensuring that correct specifications, procedures, and drawings
are used.

IMPROVE PRODUCTIVITY
REDUCE PRODUCT COSTS
REDUCE SCRAP & REWORK
Sample Fusion Lifecycle customers

COLLABORATION
Include suppliers and customers in specific workflows governed by 		
intelligent access control. Everyone’s on the “same page” with contextual
views of up-to-date product information.
SUPPLIER MANAGEMENT
Manage supplier qualification and approved supplier parts (AML/AVL)
associated with product items.
COMPLIANCE
Track compliance to regulations such as RoHS, REACH and ISO9000.
Conduct systematically auditable processes that include electronic 		
signatures.
DASHBOARDS & REPORTS
Create personalized, graphically rich dashboards and reports to monitor
real-time status and trends. Export any data view, table or report with a
single click.
SEARCH & NAVIGATION
Quickly find relevant product and process information with fast, intuitive
search. View “where-used”.
INTEGRATIONS
Automatically synchronize product data throughout the organization with
easy-to-build and maintain integrations with enterprise systems such as
ERP & CRM.
CLOUD SOFTWARE
Fusion Lifecycle is a modern multi-tenant SaaS solution. No need for costly
servers or IT support. Access from anywhere, anytime from any device using
browsers or native iOS and Android apps.

See more customer stories

“We found that Fusion Lifecycle
really provided so much more than
we were getting from our previous
PLM system. It provided not only
BOM and change Management, but
was so much more expandable
and could be used to capture other
business processes.”
TY HUDSON
VP PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
SOLAR CITY

